
is the probability that a photon emitted from voxel i is
detected at pixel j. Included in this second class of recon
struction techniques are algorithms for obtaining maxi
mum-likelihood (ML) (9-13), maximum entropy (14),
and Bayesian (15â€”17)estimates of A. These techniques
are potentially superior to FBP because they allow for a
unified, simultaneous treatment of statistical uncertainty
in the projection data, prior information about A, such as
non-negativity and nearest-neighbor constraints on the
source voxels, and sophisticated models of the SPECT
imaging system (11,18). The modeling of the system oc
curs in the calculation of the matrix T of Equation 1. The
calculation may, for example, consider finite energy reso
lution in the gamma camera, spatially varying collimator
resolution, and photon attenuation and scatter.

This paper studies the extent to which lesion contrasts
and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) can be improved by
considering Compton scattering when calculating T.
Monte Carlo simulations are employed to generate two
matrices, T, which are identical except that only one
includes scatter effects. Source distributions A are simu
lated, and projection data are obtained as prescribed by
Equation 1. The above two matrices are then utilized to
reconstruct A from P. Thus, we are evaluating the perform
ance of this method of treating scatter in the ideal case of
an exactly correct matrix T, except that direct-plus-scatter
data are sometimes reconstructed using the scatter-free
matrix. This procedure allows us to evaluate the best
possible performance of the method; we know, for exam
plc, that any shortcomings which we find in this technique
are not caused by an inadequate modeling of the actual
Compton scattering or of other aspects of the imaging
system such as the detector's resolution. The ultimate test
ofthe method will be its ability to improve clinical images.
However, optimally effective clinical implementations will
require overcoming several practical problems. We briefly
address these problems in the Methods and Discussion
sections.

The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (11-13)
for approximating ML estimates of A is used. For cold
lesions having true contrasts of one, thirty-six combina
tions of three lesion sizes, three lesion locations, and four
projection-data count levels are considered. Both hot and

Eq.l

for A. In Equation 1, A1is the number of photons emitted
from source voxel i and A is, therefore, the distribution of
radioactive decays that one wishes to image, P3 is the
number of photons detected at projection pixel j, and T@
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This paper studiesthe extent to whichlesioncontrastsand
signal-to-noiseratios in maximum-likelihood,expectation
maximization estimates of SPECT images can be improved
by consideringComptonscatteringwhencalculatingthe pho
ton detection probability matrix. Matrices are generated using
a MonteCarlocodethat realisticallymodelsa SPECT imaging
system. For cold lesions having true contrasts of one, thirty
six combinations of three lesion sizes, three lesion locations,
and four projection-datacount levels are considered.Both
hot and cold, 2-cm-radiuslesionshavingvariousvalues of
true contrast are studied at a few count levels and lesion
locations. With scatter in the matrix, scatter effects are com
pletely removedfrom the central regionsof lesionswhose
radiusis greater than the full width at half maximumof the
spatialresolution.Resolutionrecoveryis initiallyslower but
eventually superior. Percent improvements in contrast are
greater for lower-contrastcold lesionsand higher-contrast
hot lesions. In most cases, signal-to-noise ratios are compa
rable or better. Correct absolute activity levels are obtained.

J NucIMed 1991;32:1285â€”1291

ompton scattering reduces the contrast of lesions in
single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
images. Presently, almost all clinical SPECT images are
reconstructed using the filtered backprojection (FBP) al
gorithm. Several scatter compensation techniques primar
ily intended for use with SPECT images reconstructed by
FBP have been considered. (1-8) However, much research
has been performed on a second class of reconstruction
techniques. These techniques form images by solving the
set of equations:

@:T@@A1= Pj
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cold, 2-cm-radius lesions having various values of true
contrast are studied at a few count levels and lesion loca
tions. Reconstructions ofpoint-sources from 100-million
count data are also examined. Except for images recon
structed from noise-free or 100-million-count data, ensem
bles of images, rather than single images, are generated
and evaluated. The use of ensembles reduces statistical
fluctuations in some measured quantities, such as contrast,
and allows for definitions of noise, signal-to-noise, and
root-mean-squared (RMS) error that are more directly
related to the tasks ofdetection and quantitation.

METHODS

Monte Carlo Simulation of a SPECT System
The matrices T were generated using an experimentally veri

fledMonteCarlocode(19, 20)and realisticmodelingofa SPECT
system, including spatially varying collimator resolution and
photon attenuation and scatter. The calculations assumed 140
keYphotons(whichare emitted by @mTc,a 20%energywindow
â€”126â€”154keY), a high-resolution collimator, and a 12-cm ra
dius of rotation for the gamma camera.

Figure 1 shows an appropriate geometry for Monte Carlo
calculations that include realistic scatter effects. Photons are
allowed to originate with equal probability from any point in a
water-filledcylinder of radius 11.3 cm and height 22.0 cm.
Detection ofthese photons is restricted to the vertical range â€”0.45
cm@ y@ 0.45 cm ofa 28.9-cm2 projection plane. Direct photons
can be detected within the 0.9-cm high projection slice only if
they originate within or near the vertical range â€”0.45cm@ y@
0.45 cm, whereas scattered photons originating many cm above
or below the 0.9-cm high projectionslice can be detected. Hence,
obtaining the full effect of scatter requires including a broad
vertical range of the source. (The matrices employed for this
paper were generatedassuminga differentgeometrywhich was
more efficientfor Monte Carlo calculationsand which yielded
essentially the same matrix elements as did calculations based on
the geometry of Fig. 1.)

Fully realistic treatments of scatter require allowing for differ
ent activity levels at different y values. The number of events

FIGURE1. A collimator(notshown)allowsonlythosedirect
photons that originate within the narrow source slice shown to
be detectedwithin the projectionsliceshown.Scatteredphotons
originatingovera broadrangeof y-valuescancontributeto this
projectionslice.Hence,obtainingthe full effectof scatter requires
includinga broadverticalrangeof thesourceintheMonteCarlo
calculations.

detected at projection pixel j and originating in source pixels
havingthe same (z, x) valuesbut differenty valueswould then
be @AZXYTZXY(J),where A and T@ofEquation 1have been rewritten
as@ and T@@@(j)so that sourcevoxeli may be identifiedby its
z, x, y coordinates.However,this direct extensionof the matrix
into a third dimension produces a prohibitively large matrix. If
when calculating the above summation one assumes that the
activities@ = A@,are independent ofy, this summation reduces

to A@ @T@@@(j)= AZ@TZX(J).Thus, we obtained the true, three
dimensional effects ofscatter in two-dimensional reconstructions
by invoking the above assumption and using phantoms in which
the activity did not vary with y.

To calculate the T@(j),the z-x plane of the source was parti
tioned into a 64 x 64 grid 28.9 cm wide, and likewise the
projection plane was split into 64 pixels along the z-axis. Matrix
elements for 60 different projection angles equally spaced over
360Â°were obtained by exploiting the cylindrical symmetry of the
water-filled cylinder. Matrix elements associated with source pix
els falling outside of the 11.3-cm radius cylinder were set identi
cally to zero and were not stored, yieldinga 60 x 64 x 1976-
element, 30-megabyte matrix.

Phantoms,ProjectionData, and Reconstructions
Simulated phantom activity distributions were generated on a

64 x 64 grid. Three phantoms, each composed of a single hot
pixel located 0, 4, or 8 cm from the image center in an otherwise
cold, water-filled cylinder ofradius 11.3 cm were utilized because
profiles through reconstructions of these phantoms provide a
directobservationofresolution recovery.Eachofthree additional
phantoms consisted ofthree equal-sized, roughly cylindrical, cold
lesionshaving true contrasts of one and centered at the coordi
nates (z, x) = (0 cm, 0 cm), (4 cm, 0 cm), and (0 cm, 8 cm) and
embeddedin a uniformlyactive,hot cylinderof radius I 1.3cm.
The cross-sectional areas of the lesions were equivalent to the
cross-sectional areas of cylinders having 0.5-cm, 1-cm, and 2-cm
radii.Severalsimilarphantoms,composedof 2-cmradiuslesions
having various amounts of contrast against a uniformly active
background were also considered and are described in the Results
sections.

Only two matrices were generated, a â€œdirect-onlyâ€•matrix,
which assumed non-scattered photons only, and a â€œdirect-plus
scatterâ€•matrix, which consideredboth scattered and non-scat
tered photons. The two calculations were otherwise identical.
Direct-only and direct-plus-scatter projection data were obtained
by multiplying the vectors A specifying the phantom activity
distributions into the direct-only and direct-plus-scatter matrices,
respectively, as indicated by Equation 1. These data were scaled
to a specified total number of counts. Then, the noise-included
value of each projection pixel was obtained by sampling from a
Poisson distribution having a mean at the original, scaled pixel
value. One-hundred-million-count, direct-plus-scatter and direct
only projection sets were generated for most of the above phan
toms. For some phantoms, multiple, independent Poisson sam
plings were performed to obtain ensembles of twenty 50,000-
count, 200,000-count, and 800,000-count, direct-plus-scatter pro
jection sets.

Images were reconstructed by the ML-EM algorithm using the
sametwo matricesthat wereemployedto generatethe projection
data. Thisprocedureassuredthat the reconstructionmatrixmod
eled the photon transport exactly with the one exception that in
some cases direct-plus-scatter projection data were reconstructed
with the direct-only matrix. Ensembles of images were recon
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structed from the ensembles of projection data. We refer to
reconstructions as either â€œdirect-only reconstructionsâ€• or â€œdirect

plus-scatter reconstructionsâ€•depending on which matrix was
employed for the reconstruction.

For reference,some projectionsets and ensemblesof projec
tion sets were also reconstructed by FBP. For the FBP reconstruc
tions, the usual â€œrampâ€•filterwasappliedto the projectiondata;
low-passfilteringwasnot performed.

Measurements
For each lesion in a single reconstructed image, the signal S

was defined as the average pixel value over a region of interest
(ROl) coveringpart or all of the lesion.The backgroundB was
defined as the average pixel value in a ring surrounding, and
extending a few cm beyond, the lesion. Contrast was defined as

â€” lBâ€”SIC B@

For ensembles of images reconstructed from 50,000-count,
200,000-count, and 800,000-count data, the average@ and stand
ard deviation @Cof contrastsacrossthe ensemblesof 20 recon
structions were determined as a function of iteration. Noise was
evaluated as iNC.A SNR was defined as C/SC. Also considered
wasthe RMSerror in contrast,whichmay be estimatedfromthe
ensemble of images as:

f@(CTâ€”Ci)@
RMSerror= V â€˜ N Eq.2

where CT is the true contrast, C is the contrast measured from a
single image and N is the number ofimages in the ensemble. The
RMS errorcan be shown to equal

@I@C2+ bias2,

where bias = (CT @)is the bias in the contrast measurement.
Ensemblesofimagesallowone to includelow-countprojection

sets in studiesof scauer effectsas a function of lesion location,
lesion size, and number of projection counts. Random fluctua
tions in contrast can be comparable to or greater than the
variations in contrast with respect to the above parameters. In
such cases, one must study contrasts averaged over ensembles of
images.

The useofensemblesalsoallowsthe abovedefinitionsof noise,
RMSerror,and SNR. Regardingquantitation, @Cis the statistical
error in contrast measurements, and the RMS error
â€˜/@C2+ bias2is arguablya better measureof performanceat the
quantitation task than are@ and the bias, which consider only
the accuracyand not the precisionof the measurement.As for
detection, definitions of SNR similar to @/@Chave been dis
cussed by other authors (21, 22). Here, we note briefly that a
lesion will be consistently detectable only if its average contrast
(@)againstthebackgroundsignificantlyexceedsrandomfluctua
tions (AC) in that contrast.

RESULTS

For the phantom composed of a single point source
located 4 cm from the image center, Figure 2 compares
profiles through the images at iteration 500 of a direct
only reconstruction ofdirect-only data(large circles, dotted
line), a direct-only reconstruction of direct-plus-scatter
data (dashed line), and a direct-plus-scatter reconstruction
of direct-plus-scatter data (solid line). Comparison of the

FIGURE2. Profilesthroughthe imagesat iteration500 of
reconstructions of a point source located 4 cm from the image
center. The dOtted, dashed, and solid curves correspond to
direct-onlyreconstructionsof direct-onlydata, direct-onlyrecon
structions of direct-plus-scatterdata, and direct-plus-scatterre
constructionsof direct-plus-scatterdata,respectively.

dotted and dashed curves shows the deleterious effects of
untreated scatter. A long scatter tail is added, and the
narrow, high-amplitude portion of the profile, which is
influenced primarily by the spatial resolution ofthe detec
tor's collimator and crystal, is broadened. Both the spatial
resolution of the detector and the high amplitude portion
of the profile may be roughly characterized by their
FWHM. Beyond about 100 iterations, the FWHM of the
profiles continue to improve but are in the range of the
FWHM of the detector's spatial resolution, about 1 cm.
By iteration 500, the direct-plus-scatter reconstruction
(solid curve) provides a more narrow FWHM than does
the direct-only reconstruction and removes essentially all
ofthe scatter tail. However, at the earliest iterations, direct
plus-scatter reconstructions are slower to improve resolu
tion. Direct-only reconstructions provide smaller scatter
tails until about iteration 4 and more narrow FWHM up
through iterations 50, 23, and 17 for point sources located
0 cm, 4 cm, and 8 cm from the image center, respectively.
Below, we show that similar effects are present in recon
structions of phantoms comprised of lesions in a hot
background.

We now consider the problem of obtaining quantitative
estimates oflesion contrast. Often considered particularly
important is the removal ofscatter effects from that central
region of a lesion where every pixel is at least one FWHM
away from the lesion's edge, because in this region, the
signal is only weakly biased by the finite spatial resolution
of the detector, and, if scatter effects can be removed, an
accurate quantitative measurement of the signal can be
made. To study whether direct-plus-scatter reconstructions
can produce unbiased estimates ofthe signal in this central
region, 1.4-cm radius ROIs were employed to determine
the contrasts of 2-cm radius, hot and cold lesions having
true contrasts of 4.0 and 0.5, respectively. For the hot
lesion phantom, the solid, dashed, and dotted curves of
Figure 3 plot profiles through the true image and through
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iteration 500 of direct-plus-scatter and direct-only recon
structions from noise-free data. The direct-only recon
struction is renormalized by 0.7. With noise-free data, the
direct-plus-scatter reconstructions overestimate the con
trast by 4% (4%) and 2% (1 %) for the cold (hot) lesions
located at the image center and 8 cm from the center,
respectively. These slight overestimations are primarily, if
not completely, artifacts of the ringing, as seen in Figure
3, that occurs along the edges of the lesions. Somewhat
larger ROIs yield slightly greater overestimations, while
somewhat smaller ROIs result in slight underestimations.
The direct-plus-scatter reconstructions apparently remove
from the central regions oflesions all bias associated with
scatter effects. This result is not surprising given the essen
tially complete removal of the scatter tail seen in the plots
of Figure 2.

In general, noise affects the bias only weakly if at all.
For reconstructions of the CT = 0.5, cold-lesion phantom
from 200,000-count data, the overestimates in contrast at
iteration 500 change from 4% of the true contrast (with
noise-free data) to 2% Â±5% and from 2% to 1% Â±5%
for lesions located at the center and 8 cm from the center,
respectively; these changes may simply reflect the statistical
uncertainties in the measured biases for the 200,000-count
data. However, whereas bias generally decreases with iter
ation, @Cincreases, and minimizing the RMS error re
quires evaluating the contrast at an earlier iteration and
thus accepting a higher bias. For example, the minimum
RMSerrorinthecontrastofthelesionlocated8cmfrom
the center occurs at iteration 38, where the bias, @C,and
RMSerrorare4%,10%,and 11%,respectively,ofthe
true contrast, compared with a bias of 1% at iteration 500.

The CT 1, cold lesions are a special case in which
noise does affect bias. By iteration 500 of direct-plus

FIGURE3. Thesolidcurveisa profilethrougha phantomthat
contains two C@= 4, hot lesions.The heavy, dashed and light,
dotted curves are profilesthroughthe images at iteration500 of
direct-plus-scatter and direct-only reconstructions. Noise-free,
direct-plus-scatterprojectiondata were used. The profile asso
elated withthe direct-onlyreconstructionis renormalizedby 0.7.

scatter reconstructions from 50,000-count, 200,000-count,
and 800,000-count data, biases roughly equal @C.This
result suggests that these biases are simply a consequence
of z@C;since CT 1, all fluctuations must be in the
direction of less contrast. At all three count levels, RMS
errors are approximately constant and near their minima
from iteration 200 to 500. Direct-plus-scatter RMS errors
are 25%â€”70%lower than direct-only RMS errors, with the
larger percent reductions occurring for lesions closer to the
image edge and for higher count levels.

The detectability of lesions probably depends not only
on restoring the true contrast in the central regions of
lesions but also on the sharpness with which the edges of
lesions are recovered. Therefore, below we employ full
ROIs, which cover the entire lesion, to evaluate contrast.
These contrast determinations are influenced by scatter
but also by the limited spatial resolution of the detector,
which causes blurring across the edges of lesions.

The three panels of Figure 4 plot average contrast, @C,
and signal-to-noise ratio as a function of iteration for
direct-only reconstructions (dotted lines) and direct-plus
scatter reconstructions (solid lines) from 200,000-count,
direct-plus-scatter projection data of 1-cm radius, CT = 1,
cold lesions located at the image center (open diamonds)
and 8 cm from the center (dark circles). The shapes of
these curves are representative of the shapes seen for most
lesion sizes and locations and for most count levels. The
horizontal lines indicate FBP results.

At early iterations, direct-only reconstructions yield bet
ter average contrasts than do direct-plus-scatter reconstruc
tions. Crossovers to better contrasts for direct-plus-scatter
reconstructions occur later for smaller lesions and for
lesions located closer to the image center. The location
dependence can be seen in Figure 4A; the crossover for
the lesion at the image center (open diamonds) occurs at
iteration 125, compared with iteration 18 for the lesion
located 8 cm from the center (dark circles). Crossovers for

FIGURE 4. Average con
trast, @C,andSNRasa func
tion of iterationfor reconstruc
tions from 200,000-count, 1-
cm radius lesion, direct-plus
scatter projection data. The
opendiamondsand dark or
des correspondto the lesions
locatedat the imagecenter
and 8 cm from the center, re
spectively,with the dotted and
solid connecting curves mdi
cating,respectively,direct-only
and direct-plus-scatter,recon
structions. The long-dashed
and short-dashed horizontal
lines give the results for the
central and edge lesions, re
spectively,of FBP reconstruc
tions of the samedata.
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TABLE I
Iterationsat whichFull-ROl,C@= 1, Cold-LesionContrasts

Obtainedfrom Direct-Plus-ScatterReconstructionsFirst
Exceed Those Generated by Direct-OnlyReconstructionsLesion

radius(cm)Location

2.0 1.0 0.5

. The three numbers are for 800,000-, 200,000-, and 50,000-count

data,respectively.
t The direct-only contrasts are always better.

various lesion sizes and locations are listed in Table 1. In
general, the locations of these crossovers are roughly in
dependent of the total number of projection counts. The
varied results associated with the 0.5-cm-radius lesion
located at the image center are perhaps caused by statistical
uncertainties in determining these crossovers. By iteration
500,direct-plus-scattercontrastsare about 11% better for
2-cm radius lesions and 15% better for 1 cm radius lesions.
These percentage improvements are roughly independent
of lesion location and of the total number of projection
counts.

Figure 5 provides another perspective on the ability, as
a function oflesion size and location, of direct-plus-scatter
and direct-only reconstructions to recover full-ROl, cold
lesion contrasts. Full-ROl contrasts obtained at iteration
500 of reconstructions from 100-million-count, CT = 1,
cold lesion projection data are plotted against lesion radius.
The dotted, dashed, and solid curves are associated with
direct-only reconstructions ofdirect-only data, direct-only
reconstructions ofdirect-plus-scatter data, and direct-plus
scatter reconstructions of direct-plus-scatter data, respec
tively. Comparison of the dotted and dashed curves mdi

FIGURE 5 Contrastsob
tamedat iteration500of recon
structionsof 100-million-count
projectiondata plotted against
lesionradius.PanelsA, B, and
C are associatedwith lesions
locatedat the imagecenter, 4
cm from the center, and 8 cm
from the center. The dotted,
dashed, and solid connecting
curves correspondto, respec
tively, direct-only reconstruc
tionsofdirect-onlydata,direct
onlyreconstructionsof direct
plus-scatter data, and direct
plus-scatterreconstructionsof
direct-plus-scatter data. The
opencirclesand trianglesare
associatedwith FBP recon
structionsof direct-onlyanddi
rect-plus-scatterdata, respec
tively.

cates the deleterious effects of scatter. It is interesting to
note that the additive decrease in contrast is greatest with
lesions whose radius roughly equals the FWHM of the
detector's resolution. This decrease is typically 0.2. Except
for smaller lesions located at or near the image center,
direct-plus-scatter reconstructions of direct-plus-scatter
data (solid lines) do about as well as direct-only reconstruc
tions of scatter-free data (dotted lines). The open circles
and triangles plot contrasts for FBP reconstructions of the
direct-only and direct-plus-scatter data, respectively. The
ML-EM reconstructions yield contrasts which are signifi
cantly better than those obtained with FBP.

The observations that resolution is recovered more
slowly near the image center and that the inclusion of
scatter effects in the reconstruction matrix slows down
resolution recovery at early iterations allow for a coherent
understanding of many of the above results. Consistent
with the later observation, lesion contrasts and profiles
through reconstructions ofpoint sources are initially better
with direct-only reconstructions. Consistent with both oh
servations, crossovers to better contrasts and proffles for
direct-plus-scatter reconstructions occur later for lesions
located closer to the image center. The dependence of
contrast crossovers on lesion size is perhaps due to the
increasingly dominant influence of finite resolution on
successively smaller lesions. Both the size and location
dependence of contrast crossovers underlie the results of
Figure 5; for the smallest lesions located at or near the
image center, the direct-plus-scatter reconstructions yield,
by iteration 500, contrasts which are only slightly better
than those obtained with direct-only reconstructions.

How do the above full-ROl results differ at other values
of true contrast? For direct-plus-scatter and direct-only
reconstructions, respectively, the solid and dashed curves
of Figure 6 plot, against true contrast, contrasts obtained
at iteration 500 divided by true contrasts; cold lesion
results are presented in Figure 6A while hot lesion results
are given in Figure 6B. The reconstructions utilized 100-
million-count, direct-plus-scatter projection data gener
ated from phantoms consisting of a single, 2-cm radius
lesion located 5.4 cm from the image center. The reduc
tions in contrast caused by untreated scatter (dashed

FIGURE6. For direct-plus
scatter and direct-only recon
structions, respectively,the
s@ and dashed curves plot,
against true contrast, con
trasts obtained at iteration 500
dividedby true contrasts; cold
(hot) lesion results are pre
sented in part A(B). The recon
structionsutilized100-million
count,direct-plus-scatterpro
jection data generated from
phantomsconsisting of a sin
gle,2-cmradiuslesionlocated
5.4 cmfromthe imagecenter.
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curves) are greater for lower-contrast cold lesions and for
higher-contrast hot lesions. Except with CT= 5 and 10 hot
lesions, direct-plus-scatter reconstructions recover better
than 90% ofthe true contrast. Direct-plus-scatter contrasts
are better than direct-only contrasts by 33%, 25%, 19%,
and 13% for CT 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 cold lesions and by
8%, 14%, 19%, 22%, 27%, 39%, and 59% with CT = 0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 hot lesions.

For CT 1 cold lesions, z@Cis typically 10% to 20%
lower with direct-plus-scatter reconstructions(Fig. 4B), but
at other values of true contrast, direct-plus-scatter recon
structions are noisier than direct-only reconstructions. A
phantom containing four 2-cm radius, cold lesions placed
5.4 cm offcenter and having contrasts ofO.l, 0.2, 0.5, and
1 and a similar phantom containing four hot lesions with
contrasts of 0.2, 1, 5, and 10 were considered. For each
phantom, ensembles of twenty, 200,000 count projection
sets were reconstructed. For the CT = 0. 1, 0.2, and 0.5
cold lesions, direct-plus-scatter uncertainties i@Cfirst ex
ceed direct-only uncertainties at about iteration 25 and
are, beyond 100 iterations, lO%â€”l5%larger. With the hot
lesions, direct-plus-scatter uncertainties surpass direct-only
uncertainties somewhere between 20 and 50 iterations.
Higher true contrast implies a higher ratio of direct-plus
scatter @Cvalues to direct-only @Cvalues. For CT = 0.2,
1, 5, and 10, direct-plus-scatter uncertainties i@@Care, at
iteration 200, greater than direct-only uncertainties by
17%, 18%, 60%, and 90%, respectively.

With the CT 1, cold-lesion data, direct-plus-scatter
SNRs are better at all iterations and, at some iterations,
exceed direct-only SNRS by 20% to 40% (Fig. 4C). Direct
plus-scatter SNRS peak later and more gradually than
direct-only SNRs. This effect occurs because direct-plus
scatter contrasts peak more slowly and thus balance out
increases in noise over a broader range of iterations. The
peak direct-plus-scatter SNRs are typically lO%-l4%
higher than the peak direct-only SNRS. The influence of
direct-plus-scatter reconstructions on SNRS was also stud
ied at other values oftrue contrast using the 200,000-count
data discussed in the previous paragraph. For CT = 0.1,
0.2, and 0.5 coldlesions,direct-plus-scatterSNRsare,at
all iterations, better than direct-only SNRs, typically by
2% to 12%. Results are more varied with the hot lesions,
but briefly, direct-plus-scatter and direct-only reconstruc
tion yield similar SNRs for CT 0.2 and 1, whereas with
CT S and 10 direct-plus-scatter SNRs are initially slightly
(<10%) betterthan direct-onlySNRs but becomeworse
after about 60 iterations and are, by iteration 500, 15%
and 25% worse, respectively.

Some applications of SPECT imaging require determi
nations of absolute activity levels, rather than merely
contrasts (which are measures of relative activities in two
regions ofan image). The inclusion ofscatter effects in the
matrix T allows for these determinations. Scatter causes
the detection ofphotons that would otherwise be excluded
by the collimator. For the geometry considered here, a

water-filled cylinder of radius 11.3 cm, scatter accounts
for 23% ofall detected photons and for 40% ofthe detected
photons that originate near the center of the phantom. If
scatter effects are ignored when calculating the photon
detection probability, these probabilities will be too low,
and the reconstruction will overestimate activity levels.
For example, direct-only reconstructions of a uniformly
active, 11.3-cm-radius source distribution overestimate the
activities at the image center and 8 cm from the image
center by 38% and 31%, respectively, whereas the direct
plus-scatter reconstructions yield correct absolute activity
levels at all locations.

DISCUSSION
We began this paper by noting a class of reconstruction

techniques that generate images by solving Equation 1,
and we have specifically considered the EM algorithm for
approximating the ML solution to Equation 1. FBP recon
structions assume that the detected events in projection
pixels represent line integrals through the source activity
distribution; after the image is formed, the deleterious
effects ofthis false assumption can be alleviated somewhat
by, for example, attenuation and scatter compensation
methods. On the other hand, techniques that solve Equa
tion 1 can incorporate a realistic model of the SPECT
imaging system into the matrix T and thus into the recon
struction itself. Figures 4 and 5 suggest that ML estimates
are better than standard FBP reconstructions. In this pa
per, we have studied the inclusion of Compton scattering
effects into the matrix T. Several important results were
obtained. Perhaps most significantly, scatter effects are
completely removed from those central regions of lesions
where each pixel is at least one FWHM away from the
lesion edge, thus allowing unbiased, quantitative measure
ments of contrast for lesions whose radius exceeds one
FWHM. Another interesting and important effect is that
although direct-plus-scatter reconstructions eventually
yield superior resolution, their resolution recovery is
slower at early iterations. Consequently, for smaller lesions
located closer to the image center, many iterations may be
required before direct-plus-scatter reconstructions yield
better contrasts than do direct-only reconstructions. The
significance ofscatter was shown to depend on the lesion's
true contrast; losses in contrast caused by untreated scatter
are greater for lower-contrast cold lesions and higher
contrast hot lesions, but whatever the true contrast, direct
plus-scatter reconstructions recover most of the contrast
lost to scatter, except in the case of smaller lesions located
closer to the image center. For CT = 1, cold lesions direct
plus-scatter reconstructions produce smaller uncertainties
@C,butatothervaluesoftruecontrast,direct-plus-scatter

reconstructions are noisier than direct-only reconstruc
tions. In most cases, SNRs for direct-plus-scatter recon
structions are comparable to or better than those for direct
only reconstructions. Finally, direct-plus-scatter recon
structions yield correct absolute activity levels.
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The inclusion of Compton scattering effects in the re
construction matrix does present several practical prob
lems. First, for a one-source-slice to one-projection-slice
matrix such as that considered here, about 95% of the
matrix elements are non-zero when scatter effects are
considered, compared with only about 5% when scatter
effects are ignored. Ifscatter effects are not included in the
matrix, data compression techniques can be employed to
reduce the memory requirements of the matrix, perhaps
by a factor of ten, say from 30 megabytes to 3. Further
more, as discussed in the Methods section, fully realistic
treatments of scatter will require matrix elements specify
ing the probability of photons that were emitted from a
given source slice (that is, a given y value) being detected
in a different projection slice. Such a matrix would prob
ably be impractical since it would be many times larger
than the 30-megabyte matrix considered here. On the other
hand, more compact representations of this scatter infor
mation may be possible. Scatter introduces a small but
non-zero probability for a photon emitted from a given
source location being accepted at almost any position on
the detector. This probability varies slowly as a function
of source location and detection location and therefore
could perhaps be stored using coarse source and projection
grids; alternatively, one might store the coefficients of low
order polynomial fits to these probabilities. Second, meth
odsfor obtaining, in an acceptableamount of computation
time, the scattered-photon detection probabilities of a
specific patient have not been worked out. Research on
these problems is underway. This paper examines the
degree of and the nature of the improvements in image
quality that can be expected from these efforts.
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@â€˜Kethodsof correctingfor the
lvi physicalfactofComptonscat
tering of gamma rays within a pa
tient with subsequent detection by
an Anger camera are always extra
work. The justifications for this ex
tra work are (1) anticipated im
provement of contrast in the image
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and (2) the potential for accurate
quantification if the attenuation
correction is also correct.

Techniques for Compton-scatter
correction can be classified as pre-,
during- or post-reconstruction. The
extra work involved in the method
is not directly related to the type.
Pre-reconstruction methods include
those ofGagnon et al. (1) and Koral
et al. (2), which require acquisition

of separate energy spectra for mdi
vidual locations on the face of the
Anger camera. The early one-di
mensional projection convolution
followed by subtraction of Axelsson
et al. (3) and the later two-dimen
sional version by Msaki et al. (4)
are also pre-reconstruction meth
ods.

During-reconstruction methods
are represented by (1) the true de
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